CRIME WAVE ROCKS SMALL MIDWESTERN TOWN: 
SCORES OF WOMEN NABBED WITH "PHONY" DRIVER LICENSES

Sting Operation Uncovers Widespread Violations:

Beth George, counseling coordinator at Domestic Violence Intervention Program (DVIP), arrested on felony perjury charges for changing her name on her driver's license

Lying granny of 110 years claims to be 108

Woman bearing "blonde" driver's license is arrested as roots begin to show

Police roadblock foils drivers with "hazel" eyecolor on licenses. Authorities discover that their eyes are actually brown!

Authorities estimate the practice of falsifying one's weight on a driver's license to be much more prevalent than once believed

Other Headlines:

Elvis sighted in local fast-food establishment

Local homeowner spots space aliens in blender

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Attend a rally demonstration show of support protest happening EVENT

Friday, May 8th at 4 PM

The courthouse lawn (Clinton St-across from the post office)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Show your support for the Domestic Violence Intervention Program, your desire to help protect women and children nationwide, and your willingness to learn the facts.

In case of rain: Location—Iowa City Public Library Meeting Room A